Architect / designer / artist:
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
ALICE Studio (Atelier de la Conception de l’Espace)

Team:
ALICE Studio - 1st year students (2016), Dieter Dietz, Daniel Zamarbide, Raffael Baur, Edouard Cabay,
Laurent Chassot, Nicolas Durr, Margherita Del Grosso, Alexa den Hartog Stéphane Grandgirard, Patricia
Guaita, Agathe Mignon, Andrea Pellacani, Laura Perez Lupi, Anne-Chantal Rufer, Wynd van der Woude with
Thibaud Smith

Lead engineer timber construction:
Rémy Meylan, architect & wood engineer Whoood x Mug (www.whoodxmug.ch)

Sponsors:
Marti Construction SA
Getaz Miauton, Debrunner Acifer
Roth échafaudages
E.S. Echafaudages Services SA

Materials:
wood, metal, concrete

Tools:
screwdriver, japanese saw, drill, rope

Quantities:
dimensions: 11 x 11 x 11 meters
weight: 5 tons
planning: 3 months preparations, 1 month construction
15’000 linear meter of wood
20’000 screws
150 concrete tiles

Project location / city / country:
Campus EPF, Lausanne, Switzerland

Year:
2016

Photo credits:
see precise image credits below each picture in the datasheet & in the filename

Video credits:
Reflexion by Studio Cabay students